Ford attempts to discredit witness in local Pinto trial

by Zenon Bulinski

Winamac, In. Robert Duggar, 25, told the jury in the Ford Pinto trial here yesterday afternoon that his unhappy result in the test case he brought against the automaker was not his fault. He was bidding for an upset, but said that a near miss in the courtroom was the "scope of the deal." He made it a two-man race, and called for America to move into its third day of testimony. Judge Harold R. Schaffer had a recess in the morning to decide a motion by the prosecution that would have limited the defense's cross examination of Duggar.

Because of an earlier motion to exclude evidence relating to the medical investigation of Duggar, Judge forrhe, any testimony explicitly describes Duggar's "condition." In the new ruling, also favoring the defense, he held that the defense could introduce evidence of Duggar's driving record, as long as such evidence was not to discredit Duggar, but to show the "scope of the deal" he made with Constono.

The "deal," as it was referred to by defense attorney James F. Consentino, was the agreement by Duggar to Ford in possession of five grams of marijuana and two full

Local poll adds meaning to Iowa caucus results

by Michael Ondrafik

Senior Copy Editor

The official process by which Americans choose their President began last night with Democratic and Republican party caucuses in the state of Iowa. The unofficial process - the popularity polls, media blitz, and campaign themselves - began months ago. Here at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, the Presidential race began over the weekend with a 50 mile an hour wind that blew the Iowa caucuses.
State of Union Address focuses on inflation

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter promised a "re sponsible, dynamic, balanced budget" and said he would be "limiting my major new proposals to a critical few," in part because Congress plans a foreshortened election year session.

But the president suggested that action on his new initiatives, coupled with enactment of past proposals, "can help to ensure stable prices and economic growth, a return to energy security, an efficient, responsive government.

"Terming inflation "our most serious economic problem," the president said he saw "the hope for a gradual reduction in the inflation rate through public and private restraint and longer-term efforts to deal with the underlying causes."

"Inflation will slow this year," he said. "In 1981 it would be even lower."

The inflation rate for 1979 has been in the range of 13 percent.

Carter said he is not proposing a tax cut now because "our top priority must be reduction of the deficit." A major Carter campaign promise had been to balance the federal budget by the year 1983.

While the president did not propose a tax cut, the administration official told reporters that a tax reduction might be possible if there is no serious economic problem this year.

In his message, Carter said that although his own economists are predicting a recession that would last nearly a year, he was showing more strength than previously predicted. "Forecasts of impending recession may therefore prove to be as wrong as previous ones," the president said.

He was saying that military and economic aid for Pakistan, which borders Afghanistan, would be "the first order of business" before Congress, Carter based five domestic legis lative initiatives:

- A new program to educate and train disadvantaged young people so they can hold meaningful jobs.
- The president previously announced that he will launch a $5 billion program in the 1981 fiscal year, which begins Oct. 1, to fight illiteracy among young youth. He had earlier said this program would be aimed at providing 3 million poor youths with the education to enable them to find work.
- A renewal of general revenue sharing.
- Reorganization of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and implementation of "even tighter" safety standards.
- A prompt approval of a stand by gasoline rationing plan.
- A program to encourage conversion of oil burning utilities to coal and other fuels. It was understood this would be a 15 year program costing $5 billion in grants and loans to utilities to help them make the change.

A high-ranking government official asked that he not be identified, said the president's program to convert more power to coal should save as much as 10 million barrels of oil per day by the end of the 1980s.

This official said there was no thought of seeking a new gasoline tax of as much as 50 cents per gallon, but that proposal was rejected because gasoline prices dropped and further price increases are expected to force motorists to use their cars far more.
Reagan slips before Bush onslaught

by Ed McNally

Although Ronald Reagan still maintains a significant lead in the overall Republican presidential race at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, two key indicators in a community-wide poll brought about by change for former United Nations Ambassador George Bush at the March 3rd Convention here.

While Bush ranks third behind Reagan and Tennessee Senator Howard Baker overall on campus, he maintains a commanding lead among Notre Dame Republicans, and second choice among the students who expect to participate in the Mock Republican National Convention. Reagan's overall support here, at 23.5 percent, is only half of what he is claiming in the national polls. It is possible that students here are much less conservative than the nation as a whole.

Bush is widely seen as a more moderate, thoughtful man with great appeal to intellectuals, traits which might limit his candidacy nationally but which are probably an advantage here.

The other surprise in the Republican race is the strong Democratic showing, and Independent support for John Anderson of Illinois. Although he has virtually no support here among his own party here, Anderson leads other Independents in support. Democratic students by nearly 2:1, and along with Reagan and Baker shows significant support among the Independents. (Former Democratic Governor of Texas, himself a former Democrat, also has substantial support from the other party, but not a single Independent said that they would vote for him).

Normally, Democratic support for a Republican candidate would mean very little at a G.O.P. Convention, but since the Notre Dame Convention is open to all student delegates, many Democrats will have a voice in the final voting. Mr. Anderson, widely considered to be one of the leaders of the declared Republicans and therefore many other Independents to most Democrats, might well be the prime beneficiary of their participation. Mr. Anderson commands 11 percent of the overall vote here, although nationally he is barely known and is down near 1 percent of the vote.

In the Democratic race, crisis-ridden President Carter has the support of a full half of the student body and holds a 2:1 lead over Senator Edward Kennedy, surprising in view of the character of Notre Dame and the Kennedy family as America's most prominent Irish Catholics. Among Republican voters, whose choices will be key in the proposed Democratic Straw Vote to be held at the Convention, the President holds a dominating 64 percent of the vote.

However, among Democrats Carter holds only a slight lead of 13 points, with Kennedy's holding margin being a third of the present vote. Howard Baker, Howard Baker's supporters here lies with the largely undecided Independent population, and those students bound for the Convention, who are somewhat less favorably towards the President.
KUWAIT (AP) — An Iran Air Boeing 727 carrying 138 persons crashed into the mountains yesterday as it was approaching Tehran on a flight from Mashhad and it was feared all aboard were killed, Tehran Radio reported.

In a broadcast sponsored here, Iran's official Pars news agency said search teams found the burning wreckage of the three-jet craft in heavy fog and snow some two hours and a half miles north of Tehran.

Tehran Radio reported early today that 60 bodies had been recovered and said poor weather was hampering search operations that continued through the night.

There were no reports of any foreigners being aboard the craft and it was believed most of the passengers were Moslem pilgrims returning to Tehran from a visit to shrines in the holy city of Mashhad, about 500 miles to the east.

The radio station said there were 120 persons aboard the plane, which members aboard the plane. Earlier reports had listed 116 passengers and eight crew.

Iranian civil aviation authorities said flight 297 left Mashhad at 5:40 p.m. and air traffic controllers at Tehran's Mehrabad airport lost contact with the plane 15 minutes before it was last heard from.

It said roads leading to the site were blocked by security forces with motors and Revolution­ ary Guards were ordered in to capture the passengers and eight crew.

Iranian air traffic controllers had been on strike for two hours earlier yesterday, resulting in the cancellation of more than 100 domestic flights. They re­ sumed work before noon local time, but the Iranian air traffic flight was due to take off.

... Ireland

Fitzgerald adamantly opposes any move for inclusion of the Irish Republican Army (IRA) at the peace talks beginning now. "The aim and purpose of the IRA is to create such violence against the minority (in Northern Ireland), that the Republic would be forced to intervene," Fitzgerald said. "They should not be included simply because they are the people. Fitz­ gerald hopes the Irish public, and especially the Irish-American public, will support their effort for violence.

In an interview, Fitzgerald discussed the economic condition of the Third World and the need to act to eliminate the disparity in standards of living. In the lecture, entitled "After Lome: Europe and the Third World," Fitzgerald spoke about the need for education of the Irish-American public as to the difficulty of obtaining a solution, due to the fact that they see it simply as the struggle to overcome British Colonialism, rather than a component of other social and political factors. He surmises that Americans may sub-con­sciously see the situation as analogous to the situation of the American Revolution, where in actuality the British Loyalist supporters are just as much Irish as any. Many of the Loyalist families have been in Ireland for at least 350 years.

Society of Arts elects fellow

James A. Czarnecki, Notre Dame professor of chemical engineering, has been elected a fellow of the Society of Arts, which was chartered by King William IV in 1847, nearly a century after its establishment in 1755.

A Notre Dame faculty member since 1961, Czarnecki was named Sir Winston Churchill Fellow, Churchill College, Cambridge University for 1979.

... Ireland

... Ireland

Party leader Fitzgerald to give talk

Dr. Garet Fitzgerald, leader of the Irish Opposition Party the Fine Gael will give two talks at the Notre Dame campus today and tomorrow to approximately 500 students in this area during his visit.

Fitzgerald, who was minister for foreign affairs for the Republic of Ireland from 1957 to 1966, will speak on "Ireland by the year 2000: A Political Analysis," tonight at 7:30 in the Galvin Life Science Auditorium, Room 122.

Dr. Fitzgerald will also speak under the great Austrian, Ludwig von Mises, and has been a major voice in the regional development of the Lib­ eratarian Party and the party's response to the political and economic issues.

The Libertarian Party is the nation's major party and the two traditional political parties, and has drawn a significant following from the academic community.

All students, faculty, and the public are invited to attend. The Political Action Club of Notre Dame is sponsoring the event.

128 feared dead

Boeing crashes near Tehran

Zahm's scholar-athlete Mouse "ignites" lights up in celebration of Pittguff's 51-19 Super Bowl victory over the Rams. (Photo by Doug Christian.)

FLY FROM SOUTH BEND TO FORT LAUDERDALE
ONLY $189

Complete package as low as $298

Complete package includes round trip non-stop jet fare and oceanfront hotel accommodations also available National Car Rentals

DEPARTS MARCH 29
RETURNS APRIL 5

For reservation information call Shaz 232-6831 or call toll-free 1-800-848-9540 arrangements by Student Sun Trips, Inc.
Weather permits progress

Construction victimizes trees

by Michael Mader

Construction begins over

inns but several new

buildings has left a

wake of fallen trees around

administration. The Uni-

versity is very conscious of

its trees and assures an ade-

quate replacement for any trees

removed,” Provost Timothy O-

Meara said.

Construction projects under-

way indicate the dormitories

which are to complete the north
quad and Stephen Chemistry

Hall. Plans are to house offices

and laboratories for chemistry

professors.

Concerning the new dormi-

tories, O’Meara commented, “At

this point, we can no longer

plan on finishing by the begin-

ning of the next school year.”

Plans had originally called for

students to move in by fall.

Construction of the chemistry

hall will cost over $9 million,

more than anticipated, according
to O’Meara. The idea for a new
chemistry hall has been under consideration for many years and ground was broken on the west side of

Newell Science Hall last

May. “Stephen will have superb

research facilities, offices and

laboratories, which are most

appropriate considering the his-

tory of chemistry this Universi-

ty has had.” Completion of

Stephen is set for December of

1981.

The new construction projects

and two recently dedicated

buildings on the southeast end

of campus, the Fitzpatrick Hall

of Engineering and the Smith

Art Museum, represent a large

expansion on campus after a
decade or relatively little deve-

lopment. No less than 15 build-
ings were built during the late

1960’s, while the Galvin Life

Science building, dedicated in

1971, and the University offices,

completed in 1976 were the only

other additions during the 1970’s.

Decisions regarding priority of

buildings are made by the

Officers of the University. The

next priority is a faculty office

building, needed because the

offices in the basement of the

library are not satisfactory, ac-

cording to O’Meara. A deci-

sion on when to begin construc-

tion may be made “in the reason-
ably near future,” O’Meara said.

Though it is winter, favorable

weather conditions have allow-

ed construction to proceed. The

engineers plan to do as much as

weather permits, O’Meara said.

Looking like the aftermath of a Cinnamon rock concert, the pre-ACC home of ND basketball shows the ravages of time. (Photo by Mike Bogary)

Caucus

(continued from page 1)

Carter said, none of the devout and well-organized “strong in Iowa.”

White House aides and Patrick added, “The senator’s chief,

volunteer, wanted the Iowa re-

unions as they were reporting on television, cheering loudly as Carter’s victory became ap-

parent. Kennedy, conceding President’s victory in the Iowa

primary, said he was relieved to minimize the importance of the

residents of the state.

And he was voted again to wrest

the Democratic nomination

from Carter.

Tonight according to my

count, President Carter needed

635 delegates more to win the

nomination,” Kennedy told se-

veral hundred enthusiastic sup-

porters at his national cam-

paign headquarters. “We need

165 and we’re going to get it.”

While Iowa gave Carter a victory by a small margin and so began his

demise to the 1976 Democratic

nomination and state office saw

a presidential campaign like the

one that ended yesterday.

Kennedy staged an intensive

operation in the state, and his

personal efforts were aided by a

statewide organization geared
to get out his vote. Carter relied on organizers and stand-in campaigners like Vice President Walter Mondale. The president agreed to debate Kennedy at its request and \"how to paint a wall,\" saying trouble in Iran and then Afghanistan kept him in the White House and out of the

campaign. He said again on Sunday that he would not be a puritan candidate in a time of national crisis. Carter bid for Iowa support

primarily to get a spot in the 

election and debate. After it was
cancelled, his campaign did not amount to much, and he went home among his supporters should declare themselves un-

committed at the caucuses.

Uncommitted caucuses would

leave delegates to count-

y, district and state con-

ventions free to make their choices later at the convention.

It took at least 15 percent of

the votes at a caucus to gain one

of its delegates to the county

convention, and Brown’s peo-

ple were concerned about

reaching that threshold unless

they joined forces with the

uncommitted.

In the Republican competi-

tion, Reagan limited his per-

sonal appearances, over the

protests of his Iowa managers.

His national campaign chief,

John P. Sears, and Reagan as

the Iowa campaign, had cam-

paign nationwide instead of con-

centrating on one state.

In contrast, Bush practically

took up residence in Iowa. His

campaign days lasted nearly

10 months, and he held an or-

ganization to rival Reagan’s.

He was still at it Monday, roaming Iowa with Leon Jaworski, the form-

er Watergate special pros-

ecutor, at his side.

Baker’s organizational push

was less ambitious, and he said

he needed a big turnout to do

well. He flew back to Wash-

ington Monday saying, \"America is

in the good, strong, steady

hands of Iowa.\"

Connally invested more heav-

ily in television advertising than

did the other Republicans, and

he wrapped up his campaign

with a round-the-clock mara-

thon across the state. He drew a

crowd at a wee-hours rally at

Iowa State University by offer-

ing free beer. And he told people any time they were

asked to vote on anything at a

caucus, they should keep it

simple: \"Just say John Connal-

ly, I'm for John Connally.\"

Crane kept campaigning

right up to caucus time. Dole

said he would have liked to

with the same, but he had to go back to

Washington to work on farm

legislation - a big issue in con-

country pitched by Carter’s

embryos of grain sales to the

Soviet Union.

With 123 precincts reporting,

it stood this way:

Bush 4,023

Reagan 3,928

Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of

Tennessee 2,029

Former Texas Gov. John B.

C. Connally 1,242

Rep. Philip Crane of Illinois

806

Rep. John B. Anderson of

Illinois 164

Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas 240

Uncommitted 267

Despite the big turnout, the

caucuses drew only a fraction of

Iowa’s 1.5 million registered

voters.

Come to our OPEN HOUSE

McDonnell Douglas Corporation is

having an Open House for Engineer-

ing and Computer Science Seniors

interested in learning more about

career opportunities. This is your

opportunity to:

\• Talk with recent graduates pres-

ently working with McDonnell

Douglas Corporation.

\• See movies of Fighter & Com-

mercial Aircraft, Spacecraft, and

Internal Programs.

\• Receive brochures of all pro-

grams and career opportunities.

\• Refreshments

Well be on campus

Tues., Jan. 22

Morris Inn

Shamrock Room

7:00pm-9:00pm

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS

U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Psycho survey results due soon, grant adds new service

by Kelly Flint
Staff Reporter

The questionnaire completed by students in December is being processed, and will be posted in the dorms in about two weeks, Paticia Crosson, Director of Psychological Services said yesterday.

Cronin also detailed one of the workshops that the Center has provided since receiving a $10,000 grant from an anonymous Notre Dame graduate last November. The donation was specifically allotted to the student alcohol program.

The department contributed $1,000 of the donation to help finance Dr. Pursch's recent lectures here on alcoholism.

The money was also used to send a staff member to a National Alcohol's Treatment meeting at Peach ford hospital in Atlanta. According to Cronin, the department is planning to send other members to similar meetings to improve their skills.

An alcohol research of students use and abuse was done before Christmas break by the Center. The survey was a replication of a national study, attempting to discover how alcohol use at Notre Dame compared with the expectations for this particular age group.

The results are due within two weeks, and will be posted in the dorms.

The Center recently purchased additional equipment, which will be made available to the students in their use in alcohol programs. Film and slide projectors will be added to the film library, along with video tapes on alcohol intervention and treatment. "We feel that the Resident Assistants and friends of students are the first to see the student in trouble with alcohol use," Dr. Cronson said. "We would like to create a team with hall staffs and student leaders to help students at risk of becoming alcoholics."

"Our first use of the money was in planning and purchasing equipment. These tucks were consolidated to find the dimensions of alcohol use and abuse," Dr. Cronson said. "Our next plan is to develop prevention programs for alcohol abuse."

The Psychological Services Department met with Fr. James Duane, Professional Services Specialist, and planned a series of special interest programs for students.

"When the money came through, it became obvious that instead of offering films that we already had, we would be able to plan a cohesive alcohol prevention," Dr. Cronson said.

The center will also be used to enlarge the work of the Students On Alcohol Problems (SOAP), a student volunteer group. SOAP members help students who are unaware that they have a problem with alcohol. "The goal of the SOAP group is to help students into treatment," Crosson added.

"Thus far, the work that we have done with the donation has been successful," Cronin said. "The Pursch lectures were well attended, and had impact on both the professional and student audiences. The alcohol questions provided a 39 percent sample of the undergraduate resident population. The response is considered very good, and the research could not have been done without the cooperation of the students, especially the Hall Presidents Council."

Governance Board to attend college workshop conference

Pam Dogman
Senior Staff Reporter

The Saint Mary's Board of Governance met last night and discussed plans to attend the Catholic Universities and Colleges Conference to be held on Feb. 7-10 in Washington, D.C.

The conference was attended by a student government leader from each university, and some student government leaders deal with hostile and uncooperative administrators. The meeting highlighted the four-day conference.

Other workshops will examine the effectiveness of course evaluation booklets and questionnaire rules and procedures, according to Pia Trigiani, Student Body president.

The Board also approved speakers for the upcoming Lunch Speaker Series and the Heritage Series.

The Heritage Series includes Ira Stotzle Phillips, former Princeton student "genius" behind the atomic bomb will discuss the development of nuclear power on Wednesday night in Carroll Hall at 8 p.m.


Mr. Powell, professor of accountancy in the University's College of Business Administration, says the book is "the presentation of administrative procedures and ideas gathered in the Masters in Institutional Administration Program." The book describes such user-friendly topics as financial methods, managerial control, location of resources, personnel management, investment management, management, insurance, budgetary control, and budgeting.

Publications of the 400-page volume was assisted by a grant from the Price Warehouse Foundation. The other two volumes in the series entitled "Accounting Procedures for Institutions" and "Budgetary Control Procedures for Institutions."

abc issues warnings to students in bar raid

Seven Notre Dame students were issued warnings by the Alcoholic Beverage Committee for using false identifications to enter Nicki's Bar on Friday night.

A member of the vice squad involved in the bust suggested that the Alcoholic Beverage Committee issued the South Bend bars twice a semester when renewing alcohol licenses.

Two men dressed in plain clothes circulated throughout the bar asking several students to show identification. This guy came up to me and asked me how old was I. I told him I was 19 and told me if I didn't want to see some action, that I'd better clear out, one student said.

The students were warned that a repeated offense could result in a possible jail sentence and a $200 fine, according to the South Bend Vice Squad spokesman. "No arrests were made, although there's always a next time," he said.

One student who was walking from Cronin to Nicki's described the bar raid as "frightening."

"Kids were just pouring out of Nicki's screaming and yelling. Some ran over to Corby's. They were probably trying to warn their friends that the police were on their way to bust the place," explained a Saint Mar­ry's student.

... Pinto

[continued from page 1]

bottles of beer. He insisted, however, that he had not smok­ed that day, claiming that the marijuana and beer were left over from a birthday party the weekend before.

A police report, admitted last Wednesday, says that the blood alcohol level to be zero.

Consentino concluded the after­noon by calling a witness to testify that the girls were still conscious after the impact. Fireman Douglas Bechtel first described the scene as "one large fireball with black smoke and bright orange fire in and around the car." For him that indicated a petroleum fire. He then said the victim outside the car was not only conscious, but also moved, and spoke clearly to the fire­fighter. However, refused to allow testi­mony about what she told him.

A good part of today is expected to be spent with Consentino and Neal arguing outside the presence of the judge, on the admis­sibility of medical evidence. Consentino hopes some of this evidence will help his case. "We're showing the speed at which the Pinto and van were moving. He told reporters that he has two doctors ready to take the stand...
Banishment of hard-hitting players would ruin football

Dear Editor:

I am writing with regard to Craig Tatum, the Notre Dame linebacker who was suspended by Coach Ara Parseghian for the remainder of the season. I think this is a mistake -all Notre Dame fans think this. He is the best defensive back on the field, and he is regarded as the last line of defense. If he is beaten, all is lost.

Jack Tatum happens to be the defensive back (as does Mr. Tatum) who does not have a lot of weapons at his disposal in his attempt to stop the offensive team. He is very hard and is proud of his talents.

His comment that his best shots were delayed for the Olympics was an expression of varying possibility that the President and the Soviet President would call for a boycott of the Moscow games each pouted to win the marathon? He has that medal right now. What have they sacrificed? They are healthy, young and find the time to go out everyday to run, leap and bound to their hearts delight. If only all of us could "sacrifice" like that.

No every athlete interviewed by the Post threw citizenship into the gutter. Some put the national interest before their own. Should the Olympics be delayed for a year and shifted to another site--this idea has been suggested--these athletes deserve automatic berths on the team. We should field a group of athletes with maypole, as well as physical, excellence.

(c) 1960, The Washington Post Company

The Olympics

Big Games or Big Bucks?

Colman McCarthy

Rodgers, who has shared jogging tips with Jimmy Carter during dinner at the White House, says that he and the other athletes are "simply a tool, an implement. No one cares at all until we can be used for their (sic) purposes.

They can use it.

On the level of fun and games, I have sympathy for competitiors who have their big day called off for reasons beyond their control. But even outside of the sensible arguments being made for boycotting Moscow--that we shouldn't ignore Russia's latest militarism or be a party to its effort in self-protection--another form of self-promotion is also at work. For too many of our athletes, the quadrennial games have more to do with Big Bucks than Big Races.

A win gold medal or two and a run golden rewards of contracts to hawk merchandise. Bruce Jenner sells cameras and breakfast cereal. Mark Spitz says milk is good for you. Frank Shorter promotes a hotel chain.

Why should anyone care if Bill Rodgers the businessman doesn't get to Moscow to run more business deals should he win the marathon? He has deals enough alreaa -- with Perrier, his own clothing line and his several stores. If Rodgers, who is in no danger of going on food stamps, feels vicimized for being "a cool."" Or as they say in Russia: the Olympics are a tool for him--to jum into the vault where the lucrative contracts await the signatures of gold medalists.

Mr. Larrieu, the self-confessed track bum, ably explains this philosophy of selfishness by doing well in Moscow. "I'm the one that is going to benefit, not the American people, by signing a fat contract and having my name well-known. I'm the one with the medal around my neck."

And the marketing standard created by the caucasian athletes is that it is wrong for the President to miss polls and sports, but it is fine for the athletes to mix sports and commerce. I doubt if the protest against the boycott would be so rasping if mere amateur glory were at stake.

But amoracism has vanished. Except for the "doodler" guests blabbing on lawns of Newport and Palm Beach, I know only one man who compete without lawyers or accountants on the sidelines.

Why is it that generally, the athletes have a hollowness about them? Does it mean they've trained and sacrificed too hard for you take the Olympics from us now? What have the sacrificed? They are healthy, young and find the time to go out everyday to run, leap and bound to their hearts delight. If only all of us could "sacrificfe" like that.
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More troops in Afghanistan

Soviet Union mounts airlift

(AP) The Soviet Union has mounted a transcontinental airlift of Soviet combat forces into Afghanistan, replacing large numbers of Soviet air force personnel who had been scheduled to leave. This move is aimed at reenforcing the anti-rebel troops in the hopes of overcoming the rebellion in Afghanistan.

The Soviets have already sent over 2,000 troops to the area, with more expected to arrive soon. The airlift is the first of its kind in recent history, and it is being watched closely by intelligence agencies around the world.

Chemical warfare remains Soviet option

(UPI) — The United Nations’ Chemical Weapons Convention, which came into force on December 1, 1993, is being monitored closely by international organizations. The convention bans the use of chemical weapons, and it is expected to strengthen the global effort to prevent their use.

Tourney ‘invades’ LaFortune

Cantrady Music Company will sponsor a Space Invaders tournament at the company’s LaFortune campus, starting today and continuing for ten consecutive Tuesdays. The final will be held March 25 in the LaFortune gymnasium.

Hunger Coalition sponsors fast

The ND-SCM World Hunger Coalition is sponsoring the Wednesday “Lunch Pac Program” against this year’s hunger crisis. The sign-ups for Saint Mary’s students will be tomorrow from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and 4:00-6:00 p.m. in the dormitories. ND students will be able to sign up next week for the program.

Trees are being removed as the construction of the Stephan Science Center gets underway. See related story on page 3.

Hesburgh appoints Jordan to council

John W. Jordan II, vice president of Carl Marks & Company, Inc., in New York, has been appointed to the advisory council for Notre Dame’s College of Business Administration by University President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh. Jordan, a 1969 graduate of Notre Dame who earned an M.B.A. from Columbia University in 1975, is also a partner in the Corporate Finance Group of the law firm.

The asphalt plant, which is scheduled for completion in the next two weeks, will be used to construct new roads and parking lots around the campus.

M.B.A. from Columbia University in 1975, is also a partner in the Corporate Finance Group of the law firm. Notre Dame’s advisory councils are composed of business and professional persons who consult annually with directors about the development of the university’s colleges and other academic units.
Recent poll indicates American citizens favor Olympic pullout

NEW YORK (AP) - Americans narrowly favor the United States pulling out of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow because of Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, the Associated Press NBC-News poll says.

The poll was conducted Thursday and Friday, before President Carter announced he was asking the U.S. Olympic Committee to withdraw from the Summer Games if Soviet troops are not withdrawn from Afghanistan in a month and the Games are not moved, postponed or canceled.

Forty-nine percent of those who know of the Afghan crisis said the United States should not participate in the Moscow games, but 41 percent disagreed. Ten percent of the 1,955 adults interviewed across the country by telephone were undecided.

While the margin in favor of withdrawal is small, the public would overwhelmingly support efforts to move the Olympics out of Moscow, the poll round.

Overall, Americans back President Carter's efforts to deal with the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. But they still do not think Carter has been tough enough in dealing with the Soviets.

On the more direct question of whether the United States should refuse to compete in the Moscow Games, public opinion is split.

Those who favor withdrawal argue the Soviets must be punished for the Afghanistan intervention and that withdrawal of the U.S. team would be a severe blow to the international prestige the Soviets hoped to win through hosting the Games. Opponents of withdrawal argue that the Olympics must be kept above politics.

Asked directly about the Afghanistan crisis 9 percent of those questioned said they had not heard of it. Forty-nine percent said they approved of Carter's actions in response to the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. Thirty percent disapproved and 12 percent were not sure.

Officials urge alterations in game plans

by Rick Temple
AP Editor

U.S. government and Olympic officials launched an effort yesterday to convince other western nations that they should follow President Carter's suggestion in trying to get the Summer Olympics moved out of Moscow, postponed or cancelled.

Failing that, they hoped to develop a ground swell of boycott sentiment that would take the propaganda edge off the Olympics for the Russians in retaliation for their military intervention in Afghanistan.

The International Olympic Committee, which owns the Games and which signed a contract with Moscow officials in 1974, reiterated that despite Carter's remarks on American television Sunday, the Games would not be moved, postponed or cancelled.

Monique Berlioux, director of the IOC, said Carter's call for transfer or postponement was unrealistic, that the IOC can't break its Moscow contract, and that if the U.S. boycotts the Games it could lead to rethinking about Los Angeles as the site for the 1984 Games.

Lord Killanin of Ireland, president of the IOC, said it would be the Olympics movement and not the Soviet government that would suffer if the United States does not send a team. He called Carter's attitude "a hasty decision."

(continued on page 4)
WASHINGTON—D.C. (AP) - Miss Lillian continues to shine as an original mind on the capital scene. Among many mos from the President's mother, I liked her response when a radio reporter, Mike in hand, sought her impressions after a private audience with the Pope in Rome. "When he called me 'my child,'” Mrs. Carter answered, "I was ready right then to sign up as a Catholic."

Now another one of those books of lies, soon to be published, records her list of the 10 best presidents of the United States. My favorite put Abraham Lincoln, a Republican who in his time would have topped few popularity polls in Georgia, at the head of her list. Son Jimmy wound up in sixth place, which may be as far as masculine love can stretch in the case of a politician.

Actually, Mrs. Carter ranked only the seven best Presidents of the United States and didn't go on to "K." Maybe she got bored with the whole idea or realized how ridiculous it was to have Presidents listed along with the top 10 dirtiest Martinis, the 10 biggest bundles of wetwash, the 10 most foolish lists of lies or whatever, which must rank among the 10 most incorrect words in the English language these days. Anyway she put George Washington in seventh place or last on her list. Behind Jimmy, who never cut down a peanut tree or checked a dollar across the Okefenokee Swamp.

She ranked John F. Kennedy the fifth best U.S. President, better than her son, which makes one wonder if Ron Kennedy would have returned the compliment and done the same for Jimmy Carter had the lists makers called at Hyannisport.

To recap, here is the order in which Miss Lillian voted in all time Presidential preferential primary:

Abraham Lincoln Woodrow Wilson Franklin Roosevelt John Kennedy

WASHINGTON—D.C. (AP) - Varner take their time between baskets.

"In high school my defense was good enough to get me into the starting lineup at a high school but here we use a variety of defenses and it takes time to learn them all" but, buoyed with his neologism, "I've been doing it for quite a while and I feel that things now are taking shape for a victory.

"Because I'm learning," he added. "And I know my time will come."

Watch him work and shoot a sweet corner jump shot that just may become his trademark may become his trademark before this whole thing is over (much like Dave Barton's top-of-the-key line drive became his claim to fame) and you can't help but think that when the learning process is over this kid's gonna teach more than a few unsuspecting opponents a couple lessons of his own.

... Fencers

Macri's Italian Bakery

Celebrating it's 1st Anniversary and treats are on us.

Free Raffles
(With any purchase)
3 Kegs of beer
Or equivalent in cases
A coffee cake daily
Today's winner 003025
FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS!

Miss Lillian rates the seven best presidents

Molarity
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Sports Briefs
Wisconsin tix on sale now

Persons interested in purchasing tickets for the Feb. 2 and 3 hockey series against Wisconsin at the ACC should do so immediately. At the rate of current sales, the weekend series could be sold out before the week is over. Remaining tickets can be purchased at the Gate 10 ticket windows of the ACC between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. daily.

Lacrosse Club meets today

The 1980 edition of the Lacrosse Club opens its spring season today with an organizational meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the ACC Auditorium (C-14). All those who plan to play this semester are required to attend this meeting. You absolutely cannot make the meeting, Mike Caron at 288-5108.

Rovers slate assembly

Men interested in Crew will assemble to discuss winter land workouts and the Florida spring training. Expectations were laid out on Jan. 25 at 6 p.m. in LaFortune 4. Call Paul Peverly at 241-5749 if you cannot attend this mandatory assembly.

Praises Fregambo

Bradshaw plans to return next season

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Terry Bradshaw, citing reasons of health, said Monday he would return next season as quarterback of the Super Bowl-champi- on Pittsburgh Steelers.

And he said that Vince Fregambo should be the starting quarterback for the Los Angeles Rams.

"I know I talked about retiring after the game," Bradshaw said. "But later on I had a meeting with Lynn Swann, and I had a talk with Terry. They really convinced me that my health is to me I am definitely going to play for the Pittsburgh Steelers next year and have officially ruled out all thoughts of retiring."

Bradshaw, who joined former way only Call

Heather took the lead at the half mile spot after diving in behind the early leaders. Bartronito made his move to second, and Bologenschtz breezed into first as they ran away from the pack.

Adding to Pave's precocious optimism about his middle and long distance runners was Marc Novak, as he demonstrated his competition in the mile event. Novak finished at 9:11.05, over 13 seconds better than his closest competitor. Notre Dame's Carl Bicciocchi finished fourth.

Charles Fox and Matt Cato finished second and third with times of 14:32.46 and 14:33.18 respectively, in the three mile run. Fox led briefly in the race at about the one mile mark but was then passed by eventual winner Tom Bologenschtz and Cato.

While Bologenschtz extended his lead, the battle between the Super Bowl champions' first quarterback, but Bradshaw, he said Monday, he spoke that way only because he was so emotional.

"I was tired. I knew some- times after a game you go either up or down, even when you think you're doing well. I said, 'I'm going to go down.' Yeah, I've talked about retiring and it is going to take some time for me to get jacked up again. It's a very draining season. Very demanding. There's the plays off. The Super Bowl. All of that." "Right now I'm just tired of football," he said.

And after the Steelers had become the only four-time win- ners of the Super Bowl, Brad- shaw said Monday, he spoke that way only because he was so emotional.

"I know I said I was thinking about retiring after the game," Bradshaw said. "But later on I had a meeting with Lynn Swann, and I had a talk with Terry. They really convinced me that my health is to me." I am definitely going to play for the Pittsburgh Steelers next year and have officially ruled out all thoughts of retiring."

Bradshaw, who joined former way only Call

For Sale

Rennas, Classic Spanish guitar, low string, perfect for guitar class. Offered No - 5213. Green Religion books for sale. Call Carrie 39-8134.
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Speedster

All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which you wish to place them. The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All classified ads must be preprinted, either in person or through the mail.

Lost & Found

Lost: Pay of prescription glasses - brown, square, rectangular frame. If found please call Susan at 787.

Lost: Cat kept on Orange & white key chain. As much money as you would like. Call 212-1914.

Lost: Try's MILA Consul on Monday, Dec. 17 at 11 a.m. if found, please call 277-0647.

Lost: My keys - I desperately need them. Please return to: Arthur Studnicki (414) 507-5123.

Found: Girl's ring off South Quay. Call Brian 2077.

Finger is in Man. strong. Thanksgiving day. Unregistered wedding card we'll get for free if same card as 30s painted receiver. Check w/lost & Found Office

Lost: Keys to '77 Buick. Reward.

For Rent

Max Q. Student with Apartment to share. Call 277-1128.

Malone valves Apt. A-3, 80 K Notre Dame Ave., 212-0855, $45 per person and utilities.


Maryland: 5 rooms from 3rd period to 5th period 800+ per month in the center. Call 900-4645.

Picking up garbage uses tons of water and pollutes ground. It's up to us to aid in keeping our city clean. Call 787-0059 for your nearest recycling location.

All students interested in rules governing time on campus, go to the Library: Western College Press, 590. Monday, February 3. 4-7 p.m. Academic Affairs (414) 262-2010.

One vacancy, 4 room apartment, campus view Apartments. Call 277-1142.

Wanted

Now is the time to reserve your tickets for the game! Call 277-1142.

For Sale

Franklin A. Bicciocchi of the Super Bowl champion Pittsburgh Steelers next year and have officially ruled out all thoughts of retiring."

Bradshaw, who joined former way only Call
Fencers keep string intact, outduel Clemson, 15-12

by Paul Mullaneacy

As Associated Sports Editor

In what Irish coach Mike DeCoco calls "our toughest sea-
son-opening contest ever," Notre Dame came from behind to out-
duel Clemson, 15-12, in the first collegiate fencing action yes-
terday at the Athletic and Convocation Center.

It marked the 106th straight triumph for Notre Dame's squad, which opened the season in hopes of its fifth straight un-
blemished campaign. Clemson, Atlantic Coast Conference po-
werhouse and strong contender for this year's national champi-
onship, fought the Irish hard.

There were too many impor-
tant bouts to single out any one, insisted DeCoco afterwards. "We had to avoid allowing a couple of our top fencers to have a clean sweep. We had to try to keep the like (Steve) Renshaw, (Jay
Thomas, and (Craig) Vecchione from wiping us off.

And when all the action was over, the losses for Thomas, Clemson's All-American epeeist, had won three straight for the Tigers. The Irish, on the other hand, were supported by three-victory performances by sabre captain Chris Lyons, foil captain (and defending national champion) Andy Bond, and freshman foil sur-
prise Mark DeCicco.

"That was a big breakthrough," said DeCoco. "We had the three fencers who swept. Those are nine bouts right there, and you've only got to find five more wins.

Freshman epeeist Rich Daly was another surprise for DeCo-
coc, as he won twice after losing his initial bout to Thomas, 1-3.
Renshaw, Clemson's All-A-
merican saber man, shutout Irish freshman Joel Tietz after losing to Lyons, 2-3, and Greg Aresi, 3-5. The Tigers sabre team, however, held a 5-4 advan-
tage over the Irish.

The Irish claimed 6-3 and 5-4 victories, respectively, in foil and epee, and gave DeCoco plenty of reason to look ahead to the rest of the season.

"We're going to be competitive with everybody," said De-
Coco. "Nobody can beat us if we keep our quality of performance.

"There was a lot of pressure on us this week. Too many

[continued on page 10]

Frosh Varner anxiously awaits his turn

Frank LaGrotta

It's as much a part of the game as cheerleaders, officials and the
National Anthem. The older kids do their best to keep the younger
kids, for the most part, on the bench. But a battle for the time, not
for reportors, family and friends and happily sneaking in some pla-
ys and half plays and wherever it comes. "waiting your turn" is what coaches like to call it.

Billy Varner calls it "learning.

A 6-6 freshman on Digger Phelps' for DeCoco points out, cumulated only 79 minutes of action earlier in this season--a statistic that bothered him at first--as one might expect.

"I just wasn't used to not playing," he adds after a typi-

cal dejection session. "When we played Villanova and I didn't get in the game, that was the first time in my life that happened to me.

Whatever it be, the question you look at his credentials. On
all-state and all-league, and also the Associated Press and United Press International, the New-


cincinnati, native-averaged 27.15 rebounds and 17 points as a senior at 

penn. points, assists a Valley High

named the player at such tournaments as the Pennsylvania Big 11 Dapper Dan Classic, where he first came to coach- 
ing staff, we saw what Billy could be. We never wanted him at Notre Dame," was his opinion.

"Everything basketball is looks like he is making the kind of return to our
sizes Digger remembers. He was one of the better Irish players in our lineup.

"We expect you to be a freshman. The

team. "I'm looking forward to all看著 with the confidence,

"I'm looking forward to see

[continued on page 10]

Grapplers improve record, morale

by Bill Marguad

Sports Writer

How do you spell relief? For the Notre Dame Wrestling team, the two most popular

variations are W-A-B-A-S-H, or

Grapplers improve record, morale

by John Smith

Sports Writer

WEST LAFAYETTE--In their first track meet of the season, the Irish put on an admirable perfor-

mance in the Purdue Invitational Tournament. Saturday. Coach Joe Pie and Assistant Ed Kelly travelled

to Lambert Fieldhouse with approximately 33 of their team members to get an early look at some of their

strengths and weaknesses. In addition, they wanted to compete against other major colleges from the state of

Indiana.

I'm pleased; we accom-
plished what we set out to do," commented a satisfied Pie after his athletes collected three first

place finishes along with a bundle of fine performances. Perhaps the strongest Irish showing was in the mile run in which Notre Dame's Tony Hatherly and Also Bartronni of Notre Dame came to the meet to see who would be the champ. Hatherly won in a time of 4:17.24

[continued on page 11]